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NJL? L'M5 cK FAS3 PREStPZLS (7F CC91ICAL AFTEWBDIES

AT V.AH 1.91 AM3 3.12

BL. Dagene Ba~=and Y'red D. Koebendorfer

Dlata are presented vhich show the effect of a Jet on base pressure
1,x a series of comical afterbody-jet-==zie cc-:ina&toms having boat.- 5U
ta.L angles that var~ed frce- 0O to 110 ami base-to-Jfet diameter ratiosA
z lAt varied frm 1.11 to 2.67. The J'et n:=Ies hal exit. angles --I-c OQ k
Uo 200 and uere deindfor exit Mach nesfron 1.0 to 3.Z. Pres-
sure ratios up to 30O vere tested fcr both a cold (s%.r) and a Iz-t (rocket) V\~ . ' ,

je.Teinvest.IEgAtion 'iss conducted at free-streau Yach nurbers of
r.tad 1.12.

In general, base pressure increased f-or increasing values of boat- ... ~
* ~tal.~ angle, nozzle =:.-,e, jet tenperature. and' jet total pressare and *~' ~ ... *.

for decreasing va!lues oftbase;-to-jet d aocter ratl o, jet YAch r.,ber, .,
* j an! free-stream YA::h zurher.' 7he add~tion- of tail sreaces; .p,, 4 .v \**

only snail chanres In base ptissure.

For all variablet, base preosure is tene y the mxI=nu ;rec ___________

s- e rise that can be st.pp.,rtedi by ~be v0: fluid !r, the region, of the W -

titling shock. 71-e vake press-tre,"tlo- !S I, tunm 6werned by the jet )

an! free-strean Y)nch n=!;ers ad.!%tent -to =he %ekYe region &Mi by the
sta-.0. of~ the bsxar layer cu the bo-attal.1 and cm the nozzle.

Values of -'iake pressure ratio coede using the theory of INorst, 4

Psage, end Childs v'ere in goe-A a~e:Pent 4-ith e3Ter!:nental values for .'o . _ _ __

cergent nozzles. ___

Predicting the pressure on a blut n Ln base st ro'"nd~ag a pro- L
7.Isv jet has proven ro be a -stWbon zhe.In the 6 years !t ras ______

rene-veil atteniticn, a ccznletely eneral ar-i c.:ns!.stently successiu.
a;rac.has no.t been fohetig

*ZN %

%%
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Part of the difficultyr arises fromu tIe labe number of variables ia "

the Problem ml tbe reaieytedious ca 'matos required in analysting
teflowi field In th aeregion. Ot 'mtrIe r* -sowters Inele tsaattall. y

ad wizzle abpsa~aesize; tlov yartales Lnlude te-.rture; pi'es . . ~ ..
sure, Renlsnmber, Mach amb~er, and, gas ,-wertlea of toth thre exter..
nal stre=and the Zet. Actual base-pressure Z*Iculations require a do- ~ '~
tiled a=n.Ys 1. of the flow conditions of X.2th th* jet and the exterll'
sti-Sam In the twee regionk as well as the uixizg prcess 11% the va)ke.

As a result, =cst of the investigatio-s _Into this problem area have
teen experimetal in nature and limited In si. Uttl recently, the
=st successful ap& esto predict ing the~ue on *a base surround-

ar. a jet have been e=,irical in nature, liv!:Z- wsed expernentalIy deter. ~~
=L-&! values of the g~eng pressure rise azrkms the. regl-x ot the
trailng-shock tcrnation (e.g., refs.* 1 to 4),ms studies, in general,

11el sir-ar Lppzazes to the base-pmess.,"- I\N.,blen vitbeut a jet
Tres. 5 and 6). TIhe extensive studies of Loe I'ressure rise Associated Ii~~
Vith sho-inued bc la.layer separtinan w% ttachmwnt have con-

H4~e recently, tbeoretica]. approaches t-e een evolvedl tvr the two. 4

lem. The latter 1,he_- ve %-3 ,plied tb a bie wemrat lug tv3 i'erent
streens ard has been x i.df ie&' herein to Wa to the awiular base. ______

- 2~Th present repart ;ravides base-pressure data VVr a Syste=-Atic set 4'

of afterbod4 and n=::e t-ycetrics. The datA are tvmn usel to caleulate %

the factors that gcyern base presisure. ua~

IB- ranges of the ! a;rtant parameters ure as talloum,- tre-c-strean
Vach n=bers, 1.91 and 3.12; jet MAch rn=rIxer 1.0 to 5.2; bottail zngle,
00 t~o 110; no_-zle angle, 0,O to 200; base-t.,-, ,t 111%=ter ratio, 1.1 to
to free-stream stati.c-T.essure ratio, jet eat to W0.a

Part of the p-reseet data has been disezzkseA Irvilousl)4 in .vtference
I. A biblio.r-a;py of trxestligaticts co~nze!r4 Jet-strem interaction
effects is includea.

CPPressure ccef-ficiezt, 2 ~

C chord~

d di~eter rN
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L len~gth

~~* MaK bch umber

P total or stagnation pressure r'

p static pressure ~.\

G& Caconstant VY$

T total temperature

X axial distance from base

IV radial distance from boattall

a6 deflection angle at trailing shock .of fluid just ouitside mixirg
re,3ons .1 -

angle or boattailp deg IC.~

ratio of specific heats

5boundar-rlayr thickness

4 angle of nozzle at exit station, deg ___________

v P1andtl-Veyer angle (angle through w~hich a supersonic stream Is
turned to expand from M a to H > 1), deg *

ip angle of internal flow with axis, deg

angle of external stream with axis, deg

Subscripts:.,~'~ '

a boattail station just upstream of base for vJet-off conditions

I body maximum _________ Y__

I ~4,1 %

N.~

CON *.* M -%

~~.~ %

%
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sle. es '.'.

b base

a just ahead of trailing shook

A.0 exterI stream betweri a and T

oi Interual stream betweetn ca t a

sr jet conditions at otzxle exit .y-. ...

1 1--iting steamline

i obse -d Ito o*astrea f interaction.point of jet ad ,
extema.l atreans

0 free stream

no4 ,.. . ..

B rsic HModels ., t,

nhe nzCdiel (fig. 1) Uw- ccrqt $l' of a strut-mounted 80 coe-cyU~niCX

forebody L-., m t I lr--aable c Ct t ttails The over-al lerfth was
20.44 inches, xw4 the fInelless ratio L/d2  or the body uns 10.2. Tte

boattail an-a bhse !nstr,=.n-atin -.as located behind and O~ frN thex
Strut~s. The &Vera.ge Jet tOtal r-_'SSUre %"n zare yt in1-~.
:.tlibrated pitot tube located i heal cf the convcrecnt portion of the

BcattaUl with balf-aZCs 0 frct 30 to 10 and bo~y-to-base -

,rter ratios d/dJ fro= 1.11 to 2.67 were used (rig. 2(a)). The loca-

tion of the boattaiU Pressure tarI" i shown.

The c-nverent and eoav-er et-ilvergent jet noz:zes had a body-to- , %
Jet dia=eter rat io djdj of except for one conver~ent-diverent .

nozzle which had a .d j o. ... Other nozzle para eters ard p es-

sue tap lcaticn ar. shon in f Pitr 2(b).

R, Nxlel

A ryare-o- '_xen rcket ( i (a)) with the same size &,.1 snpe
nozzle &.I exteal ra... s the basic model was used in order l. ffeO n X,

5 1
A,~to k-"ain a heatedI Jet. 'The Sn Owere saseous and vere metered N. NO ~

tE2rIL,,. ,',,' ."

N.,k_ . %

......
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*to permit -control of the fuel-air ratio over the ra nge ot cothustor pre#-

sures used. A schematic diagram o; the fuel system is shownIn figureI .
3(b). The propane tank was imumersed In a heated water tank to increaser. '*

its pressure. Th; fuel and oxidant were injected into the cobustionl**. .

Ignited, from~ the end of the model by means of a retractable spark source.
Water was circulated through the model In order to keep the-nozzle mnwA ~
combustion-chaer-ill temperatures low enough for continuous rocketY operation.

The afterbody canf iguration of the rocket model was modified with ~U~
shells to give base-to-Jet .dianeter ratios db/dj of 1.40, 1.67, end
2.00 and boattail engLes A of 5.634, 7.030, and 1U.00 0 . Two nozzles,X

aconvergent ad aconvergent-divergent with a design pressure ratio of N. ~'

The base pressure s measured with four static taps located 900 9
Pkpart. Boattail in~strumentation (for the 5.630 boattail angle only) con-
slated of five stati* taps just ahead of the base duplicating that of tOw z'
basic "cold" model. la order to determine the 4et pressure ratio, a wall '. ' ~
static tap was placed inside the nozzle as close to th exit as possible.

The static temperature of the Jet was; dtrmie usin the -soiu
line reversal method. The temperature was approximately 42000 R in the %
center of the jet just downstream of the base. The specific heat ratio
of the jet was estfrated to be between 1.15 and 1.25. ~-

Tail Interference Model 4 ,;%.y

Rcaglrplanform tails were attached to the basic model after-
boy(fig. 4). The tails had a thickness ratio t/c of 5 percernt with

a A-inch chord ad a 4.5-inch span. The tails could be moved fore and
aft by repositioning in longitudinal slots.* The supporting boattails
had angles of 00, 5.630, td 9.330. The cylindrical or 00 boattail had
a base-to-Jet diameter ratio of 2.67 while the 5.630 and 9.330 boattails%
had 'a base-to-Jet diameter ratio of 1.40. Base pressure was measured%
with four static taps 900 apart in line with the tail surfaces. V_

Air supply *.;'*

* ~Air feo Cr the Jet was supplied by a 125-pound-per-square-inch service
air ine.The rag fpressure ratios available varied fo h o

jet-flow condition to a jet pressure ratio Pj/pO of 18 for the conver--__

* ~gent nozzle to a PApO of 38 for the convergent-divergent nozzles. To__________

CONFIIEWIAL
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obtain the effect of specific heat ratio, carbon dioxide was also used
as the jet fluid, Liquid Zarbon dioxide was heated in a heat exchanger
and converted to a gas at the desired pressure and temperature.

• Ttm~zneI" Thtallat fon

The models were run in two facilities# the Lewis 18- by 18-inch
Mach 1.91 supersonic tunnel and the 12- by 12-inch Mach 3.12 supersonic
tunnel. The bnsic model installed in the tunnels Is shown in figure 5.
The Reynolds number per foot for the Mach 1.01 tunnel was M2XLOT and
for the Mach 3.12 tunnel was variable from 2.33 to 8.16(X10,

Support struts. - The model was supported in the tunnel with 9.3-
percent-thick double struts located 3.75 body diameters ahead of the
bane (fig. 1). Air or carbon dioxide for the jet and the fuel-oxidant
for the rocket were ducted through the struts to the model along with
the instrumentation lines.

Effect of struts on flow. - In order to determine the effect of the
struts on afterbody pressures, the model waa run both with bsingle and
with double struts. The boattail pressures near the base for both the
single and double struts- vere I& good agreement with Van Dyke's second-
order theory (ref. 9) and the splitter-plate model of reference tV
(fig. 6(a)).

The base pressures showed some effect of the number of struts. With
a double strut, base-pressure coefficients were lover than those of the
single strut by 0.03 and were in better agreement with those of reference
10. If the base pressures are adjusted for the differences in boattail
pressures between the present data and those of reference 10 ( Cpb =

0.03 from fig. 6(a)), the ugreement is excellent. Double struts were
used for all subsequent experiments.

The curves for the boattail pressure 90° from the strut (fig. 7(a)) "t, '.*N.N

show a rise near the base, and those for pressures behind the strut show 1 6
a bump just ahead of the base. These increases result from the shock '. .

from the interaction of strut leading edge and the vall boundary layer k'
(fig. 7(b)). Similar effects were observed for all boattails. ".

Boundary Layer R

The boundary layer on the boattail was measured with a pitot rake. %

In order to keep the transition point the same for all runs, transition \. -I .
forced with a 0.005-inch wire ring 1/2 inch in diameter on the nose

cone of the model. 'pical velocity profiles of the boundary layer just .-.5- .-
ahead of the base are shown in figure 8 for Mach 1.91 and 3.12. The

Cc.H-I.ENTIAL 4
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difference between the side and bottom profiles is due to the strut
shocks as well as to the strut wake. For the afterbody conf igurations
-with boattails, the boundary layer thickened slightly with a badD of
approxael. .0.._

The jet total pressure wan found directly from the calibrated pitot 0"N..~
tube just upstream of the nozzle. Jet static pressures were calculated ___________

only for Pj/pb :0 (Pj/pj)design (fig. 2(b)). The jet Mach number was
assue equal to the deig value, and pj vas computedu from I

Pi ('j)measured/(PA/'j ism'

With respect to this calculation it should. be cent toned tho t the
pressures measured on the nozzle wall near the Jet exit (fig. 2(b)) were *.

compared with the theoretical des* gn values. For the two diverftat noz-
* ~zles designed for a pressure ratio of 20, the measured wailuis were high .

* ~by 8 percent. For all other values the discrepancy. did not exeted 3 \. .
percent.-

For the rocket model no Internal pitot was used, and the jet static- %, ~ '
pressure ratio was computed directly frmthe exit vall tap.

* The base-pressure coefficient was calculated from an average or the

'Iitwo measured base pressures. L

Typicalsclen photographs of the flow In the base region ame
presented in figures 9(a) and (b), and a simplified sketch shoving theA
important features of the flow in the interaction region Is shown in*%~* ~
figure 9(c). It io convenient to consider three distinct regions. In 4 . *.-*.i....'I.

N the f irst, upstream of the base, the static pressures Pj end pa, the
Mach numbers k4 end M., and the flow directions e and A of the______
jet and the stream are, in general, aUl unequal.

The second region is that downstreamn of the base and upstream of the .**.,-
trailing shock. In this region the flow directions of the jet and the '

stream can st ill be unequal; however, since the two flo.w3 are separated
by a core of semidead air, their boundary pressures pe and pi can be ~A'~ ~ .-

a~ssust equal o the ase presi~r~.(It should be noted that this is a_____
* somewhat simplified picture since pb may vary somewhat, particularly _________

.. ~.' ~J ~ hb~('V I *V

%4_________~**~-

* * *

CO M T A % , , * *.*. * . V 4

~~~~I 'X' . * *

A, r....'.....* .
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in the region Just upstream of the trailing. shock.) The jet deflection .thbe ' - c the steam ,PefPe -. ,tion *b-A depends on pa/pb and Ma. For the three-densional case

the constant-pressure boundaries of both the Jet and the stream are curved -. V..
So that both (p an *I will vay wit r the ditance downstream of the N

base x. since ip f and -g ,the variable ll.

play an important role in determining (;c and , the flow directions
just upstream of the trailing abck.

In the third region, dounstream of the trailing shock, the flow
directions as well as the static pressures munt be equal. Therefore,the pressure of both streams =ust equal the wake pressure Ps, and fron ',geometry the deflections a.1 Cr4L ,e must be such that

"I " e ' *

Brief cons.derc.tlon shows that the vlue of the base pressure is not
determinzed unmiquely by these requirements. The previous equation can be 'vsatisfied for all values of Pt less than that for which the two flowm

are parallel (.7 - *a; p- 1.0) and greater than that for which the pre-. %A~
pb 

'0~sure ratio pjp, equals the normal shock value corresponding to Y, or 1 6

Me, whichever is lower. Thus, the appropriate unique value of the wake
pressure ratio p4 b must be cinown before the base pressure is
deter ined.

Wake Pre. .3ure Rise Ratio

It has been suggested (refs. 1, 4, and 6) that the amount by whichthe wake pressure exceedi the base pressure is simply the maximum pres- %
sure rise which can be sustai ed by the wake in th,. region of the trail- "LIng shock and must, therefore, be directly dependent on some physical
cbaacteristic of the wake.

Da a from forard- and reavard-f.cing steps (refs. 11 and S) and p. JPr-m blunt-based bodies and airfoils (refs. 6 and 12) show that the pres- r ssure rise ratio depends on the Y-ch numbez-, the form of the boundary
layer, and the ratio of boundary-layer thickness to step or base height.Wlh n the bounla-f layer is turbulent and thin relative to the base orstep, the pressure rise apparko ly depends only on the value of the Mach .:: : "
nIer ahead of the shock. Th~e vari ation of shock pressure rise ratiowith approach Mach n-Jer is shi:w in figure 10 for steps and airfoils . *,

having thin turbulent boundary layers. The results for the airfoils fol- |________lcw the sane treni as those for the rearwardfacing steps over the Msch

CCi.N I DUM'AL +.,..'+•
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number range but begin. to depart frcm those- for the forward-facing steps ~*
714?.at Mach numbers above 2.0.

-,--r----..-

Theoretical Flow4 X-Ael

Sme Insight Into the similarities between the wake flows for the
eaar-facing step and the blunt-based airfoi swl sit h .

tained from a flow model proposed In references 7 and S. ~ - ~

Edge of mixing T~iigh
7.1Tralig soc

regiony.~. 5

e. n~ 2

Separating orliitn

stzeam.*Nl.-. 5 S

ff~ U5*RFM S PW=SR WR

AA

(a .b

The revousskech howstha asthestram psse ino te wke%

regiG te vlocty rcf!.e s aterd frstby he epaniona-~d te .* k

the preious seual to that asgo the bodytu psst ao the k
bae.io(t shlouldy brie n i s ho eed that byause ofxnin, bothn ste
and wrane flidn cteryss the "separating " streamline ts (otda tehed

an~ t 6 allx fluid crsd the separating strealineIs nust contn4ed ~'

downstream through the trailng shcck. 7re inside fluid must reverse___________

CO'L2?fIMAL



dlretoa ad move tova~r the base. Since of al. fluid that ist pass .v,'.
downstream the fluid on th separating st possesses the lowest -'.f .
dyai head (or total head or Pach n'cer), the separating stre*=lic . -
m u s t al s o b e th e s t re '--- z, w h ic h L ms ".h e w e re s su r e r h se at o , , ,;

For sLlicity, the se;aratiar stre3=11es a-e.- shown in sketch (a) -. ' 't .
to ehange direction abruptly at the trailing shck. Actually, the higher
wake pressure will be t.-snsritted upstrean, a1 the inner streaaEes t .. . ,.
will change direction s thly beginning szme distance upstream f the
shock. The compression pm'cess along the sep Latlng or limitLng streaz-
lines maiy therefore be &!=ast isentropic 33 th At Pd~ 4hr '-

P, is the stagnation pressure on the lim.ting streamline. The .hch n=.

bet X, must then be

XI:,, .

Application cf this =ethod cbvious"ly r-z.L-es detaled Infcration 1%-., %-
on the velocity profiles 'n the wake region-.. Tha analysis of tv:-.
dlrmer.sional Jet r .g (.-efs. 7 and 13) -ws us-a != aference 6 o est-% - ,

rate base pressures. A.x r, since the Z- . "ab,. infor-t!=R a '
for fully developed turbulent profiles. the resu3ts Ch: an.py strictl" y6&WL
only to the case for vh'--h the distance t: te raiml. !s large . .
relative t: the bounds :*-1as-er thickness: the cz-d' tin xO/ > is

states as a requireent I- reference -13. -:' it s ss"e, that te -e. %

loeity prof iles xre rell.tively .f fea:ed ty t:-,e -sence o a s-rfaze. . ,

the r-esuts should apply to the ser~~-~ z se;p as as ---as th:e
blnt,-Leair foil. T-he solid curve of f e !0 sh-ws zhe ext eaet
aLt--, oatained let e-n the thecr x a.. the data : bt..-bsse! air-
foils or reas-ard-facirg steps.

A slzilar model can te applied to the J-r e= :* 4et effects cm base
presstre. in this case the total pressures of -he Jet and the strea= ... -

an, i- general, unequal. F-iF.ure 11 sh.ws the case :'or PJ > P^, ad, %

sime Pj/Pb is then Greeter than P,/Pb, Yj mst be greater tH e-

In gen-e.i1, then, the staAtVi.n pressure cm the separating strean-'ine
in the je. will be greater t.=a that a t:on t sep-asting stres'.r e in
the external flow. Since the to li--ting strea.-'ines, which a-re Just
able to negotiate the .ake pressure rise, by -- ust hav-e e
stagnation pressure, the separati--g st eam--'les cPr-"nt be the limtin"" '.

strealines for Pj / Po. There w1ll exist. h.ever. two new stre a.-lines,

one in the internal flow and one in the exer-s! flow, aich satis. the -''
follo-4in conditions:

, ..-. 4. '--.- . .

' 

;"~~ . ",, ''? "''
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(1) Tte staiation pressures (or Vach numbers) wre equal. v

(2) =atss flaw between the new streamline and the separating -{.A'A\

streamline in the interral flow =ast equal that between the new and sepa. -X '~ ~..@
raigsra-Ue nteexternal flv

The aeea condition satisfies the requirement that the total flow
thtPasse$ dcwnstream through t16 traillng shock 6~ust equal that up-

stream of the* base. 7The new streamlines are therefore the limiting
streamlines 30 that the Mach numbir will equal the value of M, defined ~:K'
previously. _____

Frthe caeillustrated in figure 11 (Pj > PO), the two lii!
Far cae b N %

streamlines lie outside their corresponding separating stre-.l~ines. A ' >
portion of the stream fluid is continually being "trappei" In the wake,
and an equal a=mt of wake fluid is carried downstream by the higher
energy jet. It Is interesting to rote that for a h!&h-temperature jet d.
the Jet-strem pressure ratio should play ani important role in deternin-
ling the wake temperature; high wake temperatures should acccmpany low

jtpesrs(P/AP c 1) and vice versa. -~.~~~' .

Caleulattons for the theoretical values of. wake pressure rise ratio
were made for Pj j PO by usig the tabulated turbulent mixing quanti- .. '*~*~*.*.**

tics of reference 14. Details of the procedure are given In appendix A, .

* and the results are presented in flt-are 12. Wake pressure rise ratio Is
plotted as a Punction of exteimal Fach number He for several values of ~ ~ V,

jet total-pressure ratio, whizh is defined as the rati of the jet total j . .. ~ -S

pressure to the free-stream total pressure Pj/PO. Also shown are lines

of constant inte.rnal Fach number Mi, where M1 is related to P/P
and He thrcu~h 5

reut nSsgiiatices nwk rsuers a~.It can be seen that Increasing the pressure ratio (at constant Me)

curve for P1 /P0 a 1.0 &long w.hich %1e MiK is identical to the solid

curve of figure .10.

R~ole of Variables.

*As a result of the %,ake pressure rise concept, base pressure can be
expressed as a product of two r-ore f%,ndan.ental quantities, the wake pres- -... .'

* sure and the vake pressure rise ratio, as follows: _____________

CCZw?IrEIMAL
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* Any of the parameters.- vhich tent to izrease- pv, or dcrease PJb r
both vill, Increase base p.ressure * It has been stova that pw/ depends
on mixing conditions in tz-, vake and on the Mach numbers Hi and .

The vake pressure, on the ot:er hand, is essentially f ixed by jet and
stream conditions (L~e., by af'terbody and nozzle geoctry., tree-stram
Mach nt:ber. and jet prtessure ratio) and is relatively independent of
conditions in the wake. This is illustrated In figure 13. The curve was
obtained by calculIating the %mke pressure for the experimentally observed k

(Ths P'is method is prese:-ted in appendix B.) The atfterbody and no=- ~ N
tiegeoetr. K. and P3/po were held constm. If the wake zixing

process cou.ld be altered I.n s,-e manner, thereby changir.g the wake pres-
sure rise ratio (e.s., by bleodins air through the base), the wake pres-

* sure itself vmu2d re-main essentially constant. Actually, for lartge ~ ~changes in wakse pressure risme ratio, wake pressure will chang~e; the -mpor-
tant poaint is that the change in %mke pressure is saU.l cormparec! with the ~' '

chnge in vakie pressure rise ratio.

Th effesof th thera aralscn .wb ~zrzda

(1ea o" tvuebase, vkepesueisdtele bondary lyer

Aeo tryo the ozzle~ cad thaterbodte r btamth atities .

nu=.berpresure (ine. t jtprsur ato
he ~ Pb)' vaesure s lower than thorwahe pressures b. j ~ .~-.

ahchde-e r. the cal umbersr !z thd ba.sT e eodsfo onbthein

Ad thav boint it s cler thaeiosly. tobta~ nd h e qu t- ~ 4*~*"*

ties were obtaired as follovs. *.*.*,
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7 1 ~ ~7*=rt teal and experimental boattail pressure coefficients ame com- _ _ _

yarxe! rzi a boattail anle of 5.630' In figures 14(a) and (b) for
No arvAin fiurwe 14(c) for No n .12. These data are for jet-

off Ttatloft and'are shown fow alr the 5,g30 boattalls tested. The .

th~ets.values are Van %,ke 'a secoal-oarder theory fromi reference 9.
The bo~ Interference near tte bcattail break and the effect of the

st..~t wall shock discussed with f!eare 7(a) are aanaprn
f!-e -,A. Excep" for these local distw tances, however, good agreement

a, was ane.Results were- similar for other bottal angles. Conse-
irettin order to avoid effects of tbe local disturbances, the theo. .

reti--%! TaIue3 of pressure at the end o.f the boattail will be used where ' 'i)

-. ~e -: analyze base-pressure data. 74hese values are shown in figure .* A .,

1S as a fu~nct ion of the base-to-jet d!ameter ratio for several values of 4

bAtsa, - agle.

Zhe bcattail Mach number M. was ccceuted from Pa/Pa where the .i

* pres= -ratio was obtained as follows: 4

Pa _Pa POPO S

where a O PQs,

%tze;/o bandfrom figu-,e 14, poft0  from tunrnel calibra- .~'
t!=s 3.4!PON 1.

Wake

he'.ake pressure w,,, calculated using the observed value of the ,. .

taze ;ressue. (betails are given in k%.,e.-!!x B.) Briefly, the process
%,S as fz.lows: (1) From the observed baze pressure, values were com.

7a-el- the Mach numbers H1 and Mv = for the flow directions ~ ~ ~

ani t,. (2) A value was assumed for the wake pressure ratio, the do-
:tcz a=Zles %, and m~e were corputed, and the sumi of the deflec.

tia asngles was comnpared tothe sum of the fl.cw angles. (3) The process
cf s.tp() a repeated until the relaticm (Li + +e T c + *QC was ~

Effect of Jet Press--re Ratio .

..te effLect. of jet pressure rtoP~j% aaaterbody prtssures is ~---
sbn% figure 16 for dd/dj 1.11, S 530, and MO 1.91. The

CONFIDUMA
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3.eom.ventlonal "rato of' Jet- total pressure to free-stream static pressure
Is. shown in this and in iany of the figures concerning jet pressure ratio. .
Jet pressure ratio should not be confused with jet total-pressure ratio
Pj/PO (fig. 12) or with jet static-pressure ratio p~/p0 , which will be

considered subsequently. 

Base-pressure coefficient Is presented in figure 16(a). Also shown. '. , -
are schliereu photographs coresponding to operation at several pressure
ratios. As the jet pressure ratio is increased above the no-flow value,
base pressure first increases, then decreases, then again increases .&,- SI1
most linearly, The Jet at first adds low-energy air to the woke, thus
reducing the allowable value of pw/pb and, as a result, increasing the
base pressure. This is the region of "base-bleed" operation. The Jet
flow is so small that the wake configuration is more nearly that of the
no-Jet-flow case (sketch (a)). Tne raxi--%u base pressure with base bleed
marks the transition between the two types of wake flow. It can be seen
that the base-bleed pressure can be considerably higher than the Jet-off
value. -

In the second region, the Jet and the stream combine to aspirate the .

base and bas. -ressure decreases, the mInlim value being considerably
lower than the Jet-off value. Finally, as jet pressure ratio becomes
sufficiently high, base pressures aWain Increase.

For the case shown, the rate at which base-pressure coefficient n-

creases begins to fall for pressure ratios greater than 12 (Cp, b > 0.15).

This occurs .because the base pressure becomes auficiently high to sapa- Neck
rate the boattail boundary layer. The effect on the location of the
trailing shock can be seen in the schlleren photographs (fig. 16(a)); the ,effect oA boattail pressure distribution is shown in figure 16(b). Varia- .

tion of pressure coefiicient with distance along the boattall is plotted V ,
for several Jet pressure ratios. Also shown are the corresponding base- 9"
pressure coefficients. At low pressure ratios (Pj/Po < S) the base pres. -

sure is lower than the Jet-off pressure rear the end of the boattail Pa,
and all boattail p essures equal the Jet-off values. At higher pressure
ratios, however, the base pressure exceeds pa' the higher pressures feed ..
upstream, and pressures near the aft end of the boattail increase. At a ?.I .
pressure ratio of 16 large pressure chans n be observed. The flo , ....
deflections resulting from these pressure gradients tend to increase the --

effective value of dAbJ and, as will be shown, this chould decrease 1
the rate at which base pressure increases with Jet pressure ratio. . ...-.

Reasons for certain of the base-pressure variations of ficre 16 I%

are more apparent if base pressure is factored into component pressure

ratios as follows: p/p 0 - Values of these components calculated

~~~~~~~CON'FIDELiTAL " ."'.,"
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from the experimtental data and the corresponding Yosof inenland

external Mach number arm plotted in figuwre 17. Also shown are the appro.
'.be noted that the bane-to-Jet diameter ratio is 2.0 rather than 1.11 an
in figure 16.* The change was made becaure more data were available near

t'~~' 1Aiab~-~ra.~repoint for the largmx diamte tja<\

je ssu ratioK greater- than that corresponding -to minimmt base Y

pres .e Pj/O >4) shoul2d be considered first. As pressure ra-
tic Increases (1) wake pressure Increases rapidly because the angle of .$ %r
approach 4p + te increases, and (2) wake pressure rise is almost con-
stant because 0he Mach numbers He and Hi vary only slightly and, in
addition, in opposite directions (see fig. 12). In general, agreement

betwen heoy and eixperimnt is excellent. Base pressure therefore ink-
* creases because~ of the increase in wake pressure.*~

As jet pressure ratiz, decreases below the value corresponding to .. y '. ;'\.-
mini:m=z base pressure, the jet total pressure (or. H1M) becomes so low e
that vake pressure rise ratio must decrease rapidly. Base pressure con. 7.- 7,. ,
sequentl$'increases even though .ake pressure continues to decrease,. ~

Values of wake pressure could.-.not be calculated for conditions in
the tase-bleed region. The jet IxecccIes subsonic and, .as stated pievi- '.\ " '

%-usly. the flow more closely rese~bles that of the jet-off condition, % ~~'

Effect of Base-to-Jet Diameter Ratio

7th effect of varying the base-to-Jet diameter ratio is ahown in
fi1gures 18 and 19 for several values of jet Mach number and for free-
stream Mach numbers of 1.91 and 3.12. The boattail angle is constant
at 5.630 for these curves. A-____y

Increasing the base-to-Jet diameter ratio, in general, decreases the M\'C
base pressure. The form of all the curves, however, is similar; Ov't is, "~" .,
base pressure first increases, then decreases, and finally increases with A ''

V
base-bleed reGion is greater than the jet-off value, which in turn is "O K- N
greater than the minimum value. For base-to-Jet diarieter ratios greater %'V'.3 J

thaa about 1.67, base pressures increase quite slowly with pressure ra-
tio, and high pressurn ratios are required before base pressure exceeds
the jet-off value. ~''~ .- ~.

The reasons for base pressure decreasing as diameter ratio increases
are again clearer if base pressure is factored Into components as follows-. * .' % . .. \
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Thse ratios are plotted in figure 20 as a function of base-to-Jet diem- ____

eter ratio for fixecY values of boattatr an i, Phch number, andt Jet-preir. M
sure ratio. As the -base-to-Jet diameter ratio increases- (i) the boattail ~ .

~ p~jrp~decrea.ses (fig. 14); (2) the wake pressure pj/i. de-
Prssr .Pa A'

creases becaure for the larger bases the trailing-shock ditac x/dj
increases, jet curvature effects bccome more important, and, therefore, -

(p decreases; and (3) the wake pressure rise ratio increases because
both M6 and M, increase.* Since all components vary in a mann~er that 1't
tends to reduce base pressure, the combined effect is large. It is Inter-
eating to note tha4., since the factor that shows the greatest change Is
te wake pressure itself, jet curvature plays an-important role. The

theoretical and experjiental values of wake pressure rise are aeain in
*excellent agreement.

Effect of Body-to-Jet Diameter Ratio

one of the afterbody configurations. For this one configuration the Jet

diameter was increased such that the ratio dB/dj- 1.*89. The effect of U .

this change Is shown in figure 21. To minimize effects due to changes in *

boattail pressure, vatues of Pb/Pa are shows. It is apparent that, de- 4
creasing dB/dj decreases base pressure slightly. Since the ratio of

base-to-Jet diameter is the same for both configurat~ona, jet or stream .~-
curvatures should not be contributing factors. This is confirmed by
figure 22 which plots the component pressure ratios for a jet pressure % A ~
ratio of 15; wake pressure expressed In terms of-the boattail pressure
ratio p~/ 5 is independent of diameter ratio. '

Daie-to-boattail pressure ratio increases with body-to-Jet diameter
ratio because the boattail and external Mach numbers decrease (i.e., pa

increases), and, therefore, wake prcssure rise ratio decreases.

Experimental values of wake pressure rise ratio fall below the theo-. j-
retical values. This trend was observed for all configurations having
convergert-divergent, nozzles (Mj > 1) and will be discussed further in *\". 'A

the section Ff±'ect of Jet Mach Number. ,... *\*\
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Effect of Boattall Angle .. N

The effect of ehanges in boattail angle P on base-pressure coefft. I.'-'.*-. ,
clent is shown iM tigUres 23 and 24 for free-stream Mach numbers or 1.91
and 3.12, respectively. In general, for a fixed value of db/dj in-
creasing boattail angle increases base pressure. However, for the largest I -.
angle, A - 110, the curve levels out at the higher pressure ratios (again

: due to pressure feedback throuGh the boattafl boundary layer), and the-trend of" base p-essure v4-th boattail angle is reversed. , ,,, \: , ',:.

The variatlon of the component pressures with boattail angle is pre- ., .. -:

sented in fCi-re 25 for a Jet pressure ratio of 8. It can be seen that _____",__-_________-___

wake pressure p.jpr) increases only slightly with boattail n le. Even
though the 674e pressure shows a definite increase when expressed in terms
of pa' the effect is canceled out by -the variation in ps itself. ,

The most ip:ortant effect on base pressure clearly results from the 't..
change in wake .ressure rise ratio. It is interestin$ to note that hadl r'?..., .
the experimntl values of pw/pb folloed the theory, the effect of ,.-
boattail angle %.auld have been about half that actually observed. _____

It has been proposed in reference 1 tYat the effects of boattail
angle can be ccrrelated by use of the stream angle at the base *b after
deflection. Thir tara~eter is shown. in figure 26 as a.function of jet
pressure ratio for the data of figures 23(a) and 24(a). At any pressure
ratio the values *b agree within 10 at M0 a 1.91 and 1.30 at M0= 3.12.
Since these angles correspond to pressure coefficient differences of only
0.020 and 0.016, respectively, this simple correlation has been fairly
successful.

Effect of Nozzle Angle

As nozzle-exit angle c increases, the internal flow angle (p. in-
creases, so oost decrease. Therefor, base pressures rust increase.
This effect can be seen in figure 27 for Jet Mach nu-.-ers of 2.19 and '--
2.60. Increases in pressure coefficient of as much as 0.13 result from ,
increasing nozle ale fr O to 200. C -.

In this case as, in general, for all variables which involve changes I-C'4-)'._ _
in the form of tl1e jet, curvature effects are significant. Jet curvature
increases with n zle &rgle (ref. 15) and therefore tends to compensate :.-',..'
for nozzle angle effects. Since in addition to curvature (or dq/dx) the
change in jet dIrection pc- b deper s on xc/dj, the compensating %
effects of curature should be greater for a larger value of db/d j . For '

., . . ,k,,.
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* exampIe, at a pressure ratio of ?10 increasing nozzle angle from 00 to2
increases base-pressure coefficient by 0.11 for db/dJ " 1.40, but the q.;
same change in nozzle angle for db/dJ , 1.67 increases, base-pressure

coefficient by only 0.05 (fig. 27(b)).

The effect of nozzle angle on the component presaure ratios is shon "

In fiue 8fo Iet Mac); number of- LI. and& a. jet pressure ratio of 15. 'x
In contrast to the trend with boattall angle (fig. 25), increasing nozzle
angle significantly increases wake pressure. This increase and the reduc- I
tion in wake pressure rise ratio combine to produce a large increase ir.
basp pressure.%

Although experi.ntal and theoretical wake pressure ratios show ,
similar trends, the experimental values are lower. The manitude of the |
difference is similar to that observed previously for a supersonic Jet . ,
Mach ntimber (see fig. 22).

In the preceding section it was found 'that boattall angle effects
could be co-related by the use of the stream angle '. A similar cor-

relation for nozzle angle using internal flow angle % has been
attempted in figure 29. For the smaller diameter ratio (db/di = 1.40. N4

fig. 29(a)) base pressure is relatively independent or nozz.e angle when IN
plotted against Internal flow angle % For the larger diameter ratio, *'t
however, Jet curvature effects become of sufficient Iportarce to render
the correlation useless (flg. 29(b)).

Effect of Jet Mach Nunber %

inThe ef.ect of Jet Mach number on base-pressure coefficient is showr. ',
in figure 30. At a fixed value of Jet pressure ratio Pj/pO, increasinp,
Jet Mach number produces a large reduction in base pressure. This occurs
because for equal values of Pj/PO increasing Jet Mach nturber decreases

the jet angle Th ani hence the wake pressure. This effect can be seen -7.
clearly in the compouent pressure plots of figure 31(a). The cures rep-
resent the effect oi Jet Mach number at constant Jet pressure ratio. As ' ..
Jet Mach number increases, wake pressure decreases rapidly. Therefore,
since wake pressure rise ratio remains essentially constant, base pres-
sure decreases rapidly.

The agreement between theoretical and experimental wake pressure rise -
ratios follows the trend noted previously; at Mj = 1 agreement is good,. . .
but as Mj increases, theory and expriment diverge. % %

It has been reasoned (ref. 1) that, since the Jet angle (pb depends

mainly on the Jet-to-base static-pressure ratio PJ/pb' the laxge effect

J6
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r *et M.ch number on wake pressure (and bee ca base pressure) c uil > '
Ue i-educel if the Jet static-pressure ratio rather than tle Jet, pressureratoi tselfwereheld constant. The copcce pressures are presented
ilrigLre 3l(b) for a Jet static-pressure ratio PJ/Po cf 2.0. The re-

sulting variation in Jet total-pressure ratio PIPo is also shown. The 37Q.. . .'."
effect of Jet Mmch number, c both wake press.-ure-and base pressure ?-as been .. .. ,, .
reduce4 considerably by holding Jet static-r essure ratio constant. -.- . ..

i A good correlation is elso obtained for othe.r geometries and jet , ., .,: . ..... .
pressure ratios-as shown in figures 32 and 53. ,.gain base pressure is *4 .relatively .independent of Jet Mach number .h- plotted as a timctlon of V____i___ ___
Jet static-pressure ratio. The largest discre;ancies amount to 0.030 *'I5"
at YO 1.91 and 0.016 at 140 = 3.12. Nv'

The utility of Jet angle as a parameter Way again be questioned at V , .this point. For each Jet Mach number, the tvm-d1=ens lonal expansion 1 4),- -
angle 4br - c can be obtained for any value of Jet-to-base static- .'
pssure ratio Pj/pb (fig. 34.), and the data can then be replotted as
shown in figure 35. Obviously, the correlation using 96 is not as good
as that obtained with the Jet static-pressure ratio pj/po. Since base .
pressure is largely determined by the jet arg:e just ahc ad of the tra-

reasc !s that as the Jet Mach number is increased. the Jet curvature de-
creases (ref. 15). This means that for a given value of 9p increasing wonAJ.*u,-
Jet VAch number decreases Th. Fixing the static-pressure ratio does, ,,
in fact, correspond to decreasing % as jet ".Ach number increases (fig. '"~ Z434). As a result, use of the Jet static-pressure ratio pj/: 0  as a .'.. ...,
parameter corrects fortuitously for the charge in curvature .. •, -$.-\-, .. '.

4" Actually,. the good correlation obtained t- Jot Mah nurber efects

rsents a dilemma. If wake pressure rise rat!o had followed the thear. -. ..gfi. 31(b)). base pressure would have decreassi considerably as Jet Yah %" •Q*
nu>er creased. Therefore, if the theory is correct jet static-pressureratiio shculd not correlate the effects of Jet Kch number. This prcb..lem -
will be discussed in the section WAKE PRESSLt RISE PATIO. %4 N %' .

Effect of Free-Stream Mach :..mber

Ccmarison of figures 18 and 19 or 23 and 24 shows that varatins ." -
" 41 -'i base-nressure coefficient are similar at free-strea= Mach n,.-ers of A', - "A ./. -A-/1.91 and 3.12. The effect on base pressure itself is shou.n in figure %.... , .%%: -36. Base pressure expressed in terms of free-stream static pressure . .. .. " .. ' %

po is plotted as a function of jet pressure ratio for two configuraticns. *I; .- J 4 4-".4

If other conditions are held fixed, base-pressure ratio decreases as free-stream Msch number increases. The reasons fcr this trend can be seen fromO
the effect of free-stream Mach number on the zcr¢cent pressures for a

..

_____ - ____ - '~. ,x I: /'-..X 4 s,', . . -

%. - ,. ' - . .-_..
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costn jet pressure ratio of .0 19 7.It can be se ht e

spite the fact that boattail press-am ratio decreases, wake pressure ratio ~g..

ETeet of Fluid Pzropertiet

n*e-most L-portant fluid pr3;erty from the-standpoint of jet geom- ~ k :~
etry ad variation in jet gemtry with pressure ratio Is the ratio of - 4
specific beats T. Tn effect on base pressure of changing the jet fluid
1,..a air (r a 1.4) to carbon dioxide (r - 1.3) is sho-%n in figure 38.
Base pressures with thft carbon dioxide jet are consistently high.2r tha
those with t*h*e air jet. Twio factors can contribute to this result~ i
the effect of r on the jet geomtry (and, therefore, on the wake prs
sure), and (2) a possible effect of r, density, and/or viscosity on the
vake pressitre rise ratio. If the effect on jet geometry can be deter- '

ni1nea. at least approx irately, the effect on viake pressure rise ratio .

can be evaluated.

% ~For convenience the effect of' T on jet geoie-try can be broken into ,
two parts: the effect on the Jet-to-base static-pressure ratio p/P
required to produce any given initial jet angle %~, and the effect on
jet curvature and hence on the f inal1 angle tpo. Characteristic solutions
presented in reference 15 show that, for the case X n 2.0, pj/Pb -1-0,
and c - 1-6, the effect of y, on curvature is negligible, at least as
far dcurnstre,-A as the point for which the Internal. angle T~ - 0. For
lack of ada~tional inform~ation, It will b asst~ned that this result Is

2 Eeneral; that Is, r will be ass=--,:! to have no effect on jet curvature.
It is therefore necessary to cons~der only the effect on the relation

* ~~bet-ween the pressure ratio and the deflection angle. '..'

The t -l soa 1 Prandt-Meyer relation Is essentially

[J' ;6 - GEM .,/]

If for sinplicty 24j is taken equal to 1 anI c equal to zero, the
pressure ratio corresponding to avy value of r divided by the ratio
for -C !.4 can be expressed as______

This ratio is plotted in figure 39 for several values of T. These curves
can te used directly to estimate base-pressure effects resulting fromP;cuW%79RM
changes in jet geccetry.
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1* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~\ Alue3 h bcsao ah on o h ahdcei
equal____ to th bcsao tecrefrar utpidb te..rsod

The 3-1fi frencte Inaes at e effet f the pashere s r

ban doieon the pressure rise ratio must be small. r ~ 4 -':.

91.fect or Jet Temperature

The effect of jet temperature on base pressure Is shown !n figure
40. Eifect4- are incluied for several values ot base-to-jet diamneter, __

several values of boattail angle, and two jet Mach numbers (tics. 40(a), ~ v7;-~
(b), and (c), rcspectively). The hot jet %w obtained fram a prpaae-

oxygen ~ ~ -roktwt ~hstion-chamber temperature or approx'-tl 4z ."A( '.

40000 R. Except for l U? where separation occurs (rig. 40(b)), the
curves are essentially rarallel, those far the hot jet shiftin upv.ar4
from those af the cold jet by a pressure coefficient or about 0.06. S .

A question which !=medlately occurs is whether temperature effect
can be explained sole!$ by the associated change in specific-heat ratio. -'.:;-.*

*are shown in figure Al. Although the proper value af y for the rocho.tt%
jet is not known exactly, the value is probably not leas than 1.15. '6.,A ~ .
Therefore, additional ft,2tors (heat transfer, etc.) rust come -,-to play.

* . In this respect it shatild be noted that for a cooler (20o0 R) gasoline-.__
air jet good agreement tas been obtained using the r correcticn alone
(see ref. 1).

Teefcon'oepressure at the addition at tail surfao-es Is____
shown In figure 42. TsU. interference expressed as change in lt.sze-
pressure coefficient is rlotted as a funiction of jet pressure ratio for .

several values at boattai2. angle in figure 42(a). The efftect is a slight
redcton n aseprss--e(4cp~ -0.01). 11o trend with eitber pres-

Fiue4()sbo-s the effect af the nxber at surfaces. Exccept ,~

for the d ~ ~o-abesraec"-'iguration, interference seems to be :.ropor-
tinlt tenSe of surfaces. An &dditionalfatrhoermyb

aS ~ ~ h location at the tail. su:rfaces with respect to the model suppart .. ~ *

%The effect of the ax~al position of the tail is shown.in 42( ).7re greatest effect zesult11s if the trailing edge is located snes!i of the
base by 0.5 chord length (x/c = -0.5).

4W .5- %
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suerise ratios were in relatively goad agreement with experiment if the

untthese pressure, rise ratioea fell, below. th- theoroi- b.)' ar Increasing ~*
amount (see fig. 31(b)). ->.. ;

A simila~r trend is apparent in the susmmary curves of figure 43 in
which --rake pressure rise ratios cai.culated from the data are compared ______

(with t3he) theagreelevtlus quraieae goodesmette hind pro-~
suratios. Atd fo free-trea Vach number of 19 3.12. Whigee pres-r

seeral value of~ j 4 t ihset total-pressure ratio foP.(I hul er

zIe, bth e aesnti.a c das~ hed cve retrieent gno gmetr, fi"

ertaoin dieprence betferen teosryato asd eindte f figue 4r

Whoen turbulerming prfl n hudtherrssfrtecnefre reprzlen the Igh ,., .
4(i)) 43(afor the lagremet daqte rato d espeiall dtact the ge rssuse ratiio rsur Atios obe-taible N o th cnvren nze(fg
turaisoc c/5a ary r9o14, deedigo the hgetjtoal pressure tofr U

rI. Sincest the istnce agreemn sbtalle for t deeoe rogies, it
isnt uprsgta the experfmental vdaue fal blo the thvretdvegn ozeortia.
43lso.al blcw thee theoretscal dvsances. inc red with ipet ato
bocth presr fromt2io 3 fRac d~bj 1.4lc ands fo 4h th5eor but th

Cer.ta), direeren beten theory and experiment of afdgdoe impre "pal
as dbaexte. Tio incoretes. vaus r sscaedwthaflle

; .%a 0

est-wk- resur rtis otsInale Fo te onvrgnt ozle fi.

43a) n o h oetdaee ai d - 1.2 ditnest h
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* are not, so obvious,* One possibility is that the internal boundary layer ....tt h dfernes4could have been thicker for the convergent-divergent nozzles. The thick% * - ' - -

ness unfortunately was not measured; however, a calculation based on the -... . . -
static wall pressures for the nozzle of figure 43(b) (M,4 - 2.6) showed
that the internal boundary layer was thinner than the externalou4, ' , 4..-,,

layer thicknesn could be a primary factor. - ..

Another possibility is that the internal mixing process.may not have '"

been completely turbulent for the convergent-divergent configurations. 7O
Laminar or transitional mixing could greatly reduce the theoretical val-
ues of figure 45. f

In view of the good correlations obtained for the convergent nozzle, ,
it is unlikely ohat the trouble could be with factor- such as departure
from two-dimensional mixing (which would affcct the theoretical values) "a4 ..%

and/or inaccuracies- in the values of jet or free-stream curvature which
were used to calculate %wake pressure ratio from the experimental data
(see appendix B). An Investigation of the effect of nozzle configuration "
on the internal mixing process appears necessary before these questions
can be answered. .. _

* 'N.N

* PREDICTION CF BASE-PRESSU.R COEFFICIENT

Values of base-pressure coefficient corresponding to the theoretical t~-
values of wake pressure ratio were calculated for the convergent nozzle. N._ t
The results are compared with the experimental values in figure 44. ,
Except for a diameter ratio of 1.11 at low preciure ratios, the agreement
Is excellent as was expected. Although a corresponding calculation for -. . .
the convergent-divergent nozzle was not made, a difference of 0.1 in wake
pressure ratio is equivalent to a difference of from 0.01 to 0.02 in base-

sure coefficient at H0 ua 1.91. Theoretical base-pressure coeffi- .

cients should then be too low by an average of 0.06. .,.

Reference 4, published prior to the present report, suggests that 14 .- 4 '5
wake pressure rise ratio can be approximated by using a curve similar to b4, %

that of figure 10 with M1 = (Me + Mi). Figure 45 presents an example

of the results obtained by this method. Wake pressure rise ratio is . % .
plotted as a function of Jet pressure ratio for a given configuration , ,
(/dj = 2.00,P - 5.630) for free-stream Mach numbers of 1.91 and 3.12.
The solid curve is the result of using figure 10 with M1 = 1 (Me + Mi), ,NN.-Q .-

the data points come from experimental base-pressure measurements, and I-." ", ,

4' -- _CONFIDENTAL. , - . .
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the dashed curve was obtained. by using figure 12. Good agreement to~ O -.
tained except at low pressure ratios for the data at 1- .12, that is, \ . -

except for cases where M. is greatly different from M as shown in -"
the following table:

Crse External Internal Wake pressure Wike pressure
Mach Mach rise ratio from rise ratio from t" ,;

number, nuber, fig. 12, fi4 10,
N1  PN/Pb P ,/Pb

A 2.6 2.6 2.76 2.76

B 2.7 2.5 2.75 2.76

C 2.2 3.0 2.70 2.76

In llthre ase M (M + HI) -2.60. For Me . M1 (case A)

the two methods are of course identical. For Me close to Mi (case B)
figure i0 is still in good agreement with figure 12. As Me  and Mi

become greatly different (case C), however, the agreement becomes poorer. I ,
With respect the over-all value of the correlations obtained in

figure 43, it should be pointed out that calculation of the base pressure
from the wake pressure rise ratio is a trial-and-error process which in-
volves knowledge of the shape of both the Jet and the stream in the base
region. This Information is not generally available for noncircular - ',
afterbodies or for unusual nozzle configirations (ejector-type nozzles,
etc.) so experirental methods will still be required for base-pressure '. ,&,,
Information. Nevertheless, the correlation is of considerable value . .-since it shows that the flow model of figure 11 Is essentially correct. .,. v ., '&, <%2,

SUKARY OIF RESUTS-7
An investigation was conducted on the effect of a central jet on

supersonic base pressures to provide data for a systematic set of after- . ,
body and nozzle geometries and, in addition, to gain further insight
into the factors which govern base pressxur. The results are as follows: _ _

1. Other quantities remaining constant, the ratio of base pressure
to ambient pressure was, in general, increased by (a) decreasing base-
to-jet diameter ratio, (b) increasing boattail angle, (c) increasing noz- Yv- -.
zle angle, (d) decreasing jet Mach'number (at constant jet pressure ratio),
Ce) decreasing free-stream Mach number, (f) increasing jet temperature or
decreasing Jct specific heat ratio or both, and (g). increasing Jet pres-
sure ratio (for pressure ratios &reater than design nozzle pressure ratio).

CONF1DIMIAL
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DT)WX, A.

CAI CUIATION OF THEORETICAL WA PRESSURE RISE RATIO

The calculation to based on an analysis presented in reference 15I& ~
oftw o-d~nenstonal turbulent mixing of'a cocpressible Jet expanding into
ta onstdnt-pressue region. From an bsytoti t solution corresponding, A-/'. ,
to'a fully developed velocity profile in the mixing region, several quaf-n. i. r.l' 3
titles of irqortance in the base-pressure problez have been calculated Nt. $ ,.
and are tabulated in reference 14.

7he folleving symbols are essentially those of reference 14 but are 7

l!sted here only if different from those of the present report:

9 acceleration of gravity

Qs  weight flow per unit w~dth between streamlines a and J

11(c 0 (tabul~ated La ref. 14)
2 a' tS. A

u velocIy in X-direction

I X dist azce from base along bo=ndary (x used in rer. 14)

T distance n'~rmal to X (y used in ref. 14)

C proportionality factor (approxi-atel$ 12 for M << 1)

velocity ratio, (tabulated in ref. 14) .V ,

Subscripts:

J conditions on separating streamline

=IX maxiMu

, ,. I E!?= %
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5conditiono on 11iting streamline (used-to denote condi!ons

2 conditions ~just outside of mixing region

Wihteassumption that the total temperature In cosatan~t through.
temixing region, the weight flow per unit width betwee~n streamline s ~~

an the separatlne streamline toS ,

G T -l~s zl 1(cj) (Al)__

and the velocity ratio is %

q~(~~ ~(AZ) J

Since streamline a is taken as the lim~iting streamline, coniditions;
whtich must be sat isf'ied are as follows: ~~*''

(1) The jet flow between- a ar4 J must equal the free-strem flowN
between J and s; that. is, Gs, Gr o rmeuton(l,&,~n

ai 0., r evr. t 0 1' and T G orToeqaio:A) ~umn

- eve(3
I 2e 1(C 2 qs - IC 2 qji) "

(2) Since the Mach number along both s~ and st must be such that __ _____

the fluid can just negotiate the wake pressure rise, Mse must equal M,.

This means that C5e =Cs or with equation (A2)

SC2  (4 ~'

rieEquations (A3) and (M4) are sufficient to determine wake pressure
rsifteboattail geomnetry and the Mach nur'bers Meand Mi are____________

specified. For the present calculation, however, a further simplifying %' *V- >
assumption was made. It was assumed that the jet and free-stream an&glesA
were either small or equal'so that X Xe The rLtio Xi/Xe can then

be drcpped from equation (M), and the solution is independent of after- %~~.~

CONFIDMNIAL
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btrgte Vaauesof' C4 andt CZ1 th&e alcuzlatiolt *ceduxe-1U

-~~ as tollowate)
(1) Calculate XjX, and aC1dl-

(2y Calculate C 4Z

(3) Fromn tables (ref. 14) find Ij(0 2 'Je) and I1 (C2 "J)

(S) Find I~j(lt. frcz equation (M4). ad

(6) From tables (ref. 14) find 11 0c2~ IS an 1l(C 21 ii8 1 )

(7) Calculate right side of equation (A3) and coenpara with %,i*-tx of
C2/2(step (2)). Repeat starting with step (4) until agreement Is

obtained.

(8) Calculate C. fran value of PeTs for which equation (A.3) is
satisfied: eV..'

CS aCS C ... ,

(9) Calculate M. an =W + 2

Calculations were r=.de for a range or values for Meand Y, ffrC=

1.4 to 3.6, and the resulting values of wake pressure ratio are plztted '

in f igures 12 and 43 as a function of Me for several values of..

CONFIDENTIAL
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CAWCUATION CF MM)VUM L PRESSURE RISE RATIO p

In odrto calculate the wake pressure ratio V ~it is neces- i \V
sary to know the flow geometry (rig. 9(clr Just ahead of' the trailing

t4i and Me. Then, by an Iteration procedure a wake- pressure ratio can

be found thst will satisfy the flow conditions. "

An Important point In making tthe wake pressure nchanges atino ntenl

intersection, The streamlines can be calculated by the rethod of char- L§ -

aeteristics or dA.ermined froma experimental data. In this report the ~ ~ .

shape of the jet as a iunction or jet pressure ratio, Ma'.ch n~ber, and pj

nozzle angle was determined from quiescent air schlieren photogrsph-. ~~
Recently, however, a report (ref. 15) has been publ3ished with a caven-
lent method of determining the jet boundaries.* These bcundiaries ame
approximated by circular arcs defined by the initial flow direction and ~'
th' maximum jet diae.'er. Tile values of reference 15 agree well in gen-
eral and vary at -.ost by 20 from the values of the present report and .
probably viould be more convenient to use. Calculated jet boiarles can ~(,
also be obtained from reference 17. All~\* ''

Since the turvature or the external stream wa$ snail ccmpaxred vrith " - ~-
that of the internal stream,* an approxi mate correction was used. This 1
was obtained from reference 16 by interpolation -Lnd extrazolat ion of the ~,
theoretical bouniaries. These boundaries compared favorably with those ., . .

determined from schlieren photographs.

A typical calculation of pm-ssure rise ratio is as follcws:.

Given these conditions: .

(1) Base pressure Pb/po ~'. ~~~A

(2) Boattail flow direction ~,boattail Mach number M., and boat- '

tail static-pressure ratio p./po (from fig. .15)

()Nozzle flow direction C, jet Mach number and jet static-.S
the (3) pressure ratio pjdJd, -

(4) Base-to-Jet diameter ratio dh./dj' -

tedirection or the exter-nal streaimline jus-t downstream. of the base and - ~
the external M!ach number can be obtained from the followinZ isentropic ____________

flow relations:

77 7 __ -1.___ 7- 1-::.
S.
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Similarly., the Initlal dlrectica or the internal stresnline and the L .
intet&l Mach nwner can be obtained from

Vi a U I

(V - d +j) C

By knoving tb. conditions just doiunstream of the base, the Jet and
free-stream stres.l~ze curvttures, can be determined f-.=_ references is, 16, '' \

a-d 17. The flow field at the point or intersection x can be con-

structed, and * sA 9c can be =easured by cochbin-41g tlhe interal -----

extern-Al streaml!ines. By using~ the curves of the sta". -pressure rat~o * . * .;

across an oblique sho~ck p/ as a function of tPree-stream Mach nu~her ~ . ~

Me or Hi (fig. 4Q, a value of valke pressure ratio is chosen
w.d the correspclnng deflection angle m is deternined. .This process
is repeatd until , + r c % + m, Cor the value of .,/pb chosen. A -
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